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ABSTRACT. In recent years active work is carried out to develop quantum computers. Quantum
computers are capable to break cryptosystems, which are based on the problem of factoring integers. It
means that quantum computers can break the RSA system, which is one of the most common public-key
cryptosystems. One of the alternatives to RSA are Hash Based Digital Signature Schemes based on
hashing. The Merkle signature scheme is the most relevant crypto system from Hash Based Digital
Signature Schemes family. In this paper we offer the idea of improvement of post-quantum Merkle
system. Scientists proposed to use pseudo random number generator (PRNG) in Merkle crypto system
in order to optimize it. It is possible to doubt the safety of this scheme. Many PRNGs can be broken by
quantum computers; these PRNGs were considered safe against attacks of standard computers. Polynomial
quantum computers time attack on Blum-Micali PRNG was shown. The PRNG was considered safe
against classic computers attacks. We suggest to use PRNG based on quantum random walks. The
PRNG is based on the equations of quantum random walks (QRW). The generation algorithm is simple
and the calculation speed is fast. The PRNG has advantages, such as, higher statistical complexity and
repeatability. We show that Merkle system, that uses this PRNG is safe and more efficient. © 2017 Bull.
Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Recently, active work is carried out to develop
quantum computers. The organizations Google,
NASA and Universities Space Research Associa-
tion signed a contract with the producer of D-Wave
quantum processors. D-Wave 2X is a new quantum
processor with 2048 physical qubits. 1152 qubits
are used to process calculations in this quantum
computer’s model. Each additional qubit twice en-
larges the search space implying to increase the
speed of the calculations. By the end of 2017, Google
would release new CPU. 20-qubit processor is cur-

rently undergoing tests, and the corporation ap-
pears to be on schedule to have its working 49-
qubit chip ready by the end of 2017. Before trialing
the 20-qubit chip, Google’s most powerful quantum
chip was the 9-qubit effort from 2015. Theoretically,
quantum computers will be able to solve quickly
the problems that other computers can solve only
in thousands of years. This technology can change
the world we are familiar with. The important differ-
ence of the new version of quantum computer is
that it will be very easy to scale it, we can do it by
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adding atoms and lasers to it. The most important
thing is, that it will be possible to build such quan-
tum computer for the implementation of Shor’s al-
gorithm. The problem is transferred from the point
of view of theoretical physics to the engineering
point of view. Using Shor’s algorithm, quantum com-
puters are capable to break cryptosystems, which
are based on the problem of factoring integers. It
means that quantum computers can break the RSA
system, which is one of the most common public-
key cryptosystems. Hacking RSA cryptosystem will
cause complete chaos [1]. One of the alternatives to
RSA are Hash Based Digital Signature Schemes
based on hashing. The security of these systems is
based on the security of the cryptographic hash
function. At first, one-time signature scheme –
Lamport signature scheme, was proposed. This sys-
tem works as follows: we choose 2n random num-
bers Xij, where 1in and j = {0, 1}. We calculate Yij

= h(Xij), h – is the hash function: h:{0,1}* ->{0,1}s,
Yij – is the public key, Xij – private key.  We encrypt

the message M = (0,1)n  using these keys. The keys
and the signature in this cryptosystem are very large
[2], it makes this system not effective. Another one-
time signature scheme Winternitz signature scheme,
was proposed to increase the efficiency. This sys-
tem works as follows: we choose parameter w  N,
and calculate r = [s/w]+[([log2 [s/w]] + 1 + w)/w].
Afterwards we choose r random numbers: X1, X2, …

Xr {0,1}s, concatenating them, we get the private
key - X. Public key  Y, is the concatenation of Yi,
where Yi = h2w–1(Xi). The message M is divided into
s/w blocks b1, …, bs/w of the length w. The checksum

is calculated as follows: 
s/w w

ii=1
C= 2 -b .

A huge problem of these one-time schemes is the
transfer of the public key. Because of it, Merkle
cryptosystem was proposed, in this system one pub-
lic key can be used many times. The number of mes-
sages N are signed by one public key K, N must be
the power of two N=2n. The keys Xi and Yi are gener-
ated for N records and hi=h(Yi) is calculated using
the data we build the Merkle tree, Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Merkle tree.
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Each node is got by hashing concatenation of its
children: a1,0 = h(a0,0|| a0,1);  The root of the tree is an,0

– this root is used as public key- public. We get the
signature- signew of message M by using one time
signature scheme, using keys Xi and Yi. a0,i = H(Yi) –
is the leaf of the tree.  P is the path from the node a0,i

to the root, this path consists of n+1 nodes, P0= a0,i,
and  Pn = an,0. We need all P0, …, Pn.  Pn+1 = h(Pi||authi) to
calculate the path, authi  is the brother node for Pi.
The signature of message M is calculated like the
following: sig = (signew ||auth0||auth1||...||authn–1). For
the verification of the signature is checked signew
and are calculated all Pi, if the value of Pn is equal to
public, the signature is correct. Private key in Merkle
consists of 2n one time keys, it is rather difficult to
save this numbers of keys. Scientists proposed to
use PRNG- pseudo random number generator in
Merkle crypto systems, in this case it is enough to
save only the seed of PRNG. Each one-time signa-
ture key must be generated twice, once to generate a
public key and in the second time - to sign the mes-
sage. PRNG receives the seed s1 and issues a new
seed s2 and a random number r. To generate the key
for one time signature we choose the seed s0 ran-
domly, using si we process soti , as following:

PRNG(si) = (soti , si+1)   0  i <2n.
soti is changed every time when we run pseudo ran-

dom number generator. So to find the key Xi it is
enough to know only si and so on. One time key gen-
eration process is shown in Fig. 2.

It is possible to doubt the safety of this scheme.
Standard PRNGs that were considered safe against
attacks of standard computers, can be broken by
quantum computers [3]. A polynomial quantum com-
puters time attack on Blum-Micali PRNG was shown,
it was considered safe against the attacks of classic
computers. This attack uses Grover method along
with the quantum discrete logarithm, and during this
attack it is able to restore the previous and future
values   at the generator output, thereby it hacks it.
This attack can be adapted to other PRNGs, such as
the Blum-Micali generators, with several predicates
with strict queries and to generators of the Blum-
Micali design, and it also can be adapted to sce-
narios where the requirements to bits are simplified.
This type of attacks poses a threat to the security of
pseudo-random number generators used in many real-
world cryptosystems. So, as we can see, this type of
Merkle crypto system is not safe against attacks of
quantum computers. We offer to use quantum algo-
rithm for generating pseudo random numbers in
Merkle scheme. The newest PRNG was proposed, it
was based on quantum random walks [4]. This PRNG
is based on the equations of quantum random walks

Fig. 2. One time key generation.
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(QRW), and, consequently, the generation algorithm
is simple and the calculation speed is fast. As it was
mentioned above, to integrate the pseudo random
number generator with Merkle crypto system PRNG
must work as following:

PRNG(si) = (soti , si+1) ,  0   i <2n

As the seed si we take the parameters (E, (, ), p, )
of one-dimensional discrete quantum random walks
(QRW) on a circle with E nodes and generate distri-
butions of probability. Here p is the step number of
QRW, its value belongs to a positive integer domain.
E is the number of the node of the circle, its values
also belong to the positive integer domain and the
amplitude parameters of the coin states, which are
complex numbers and satisfy the constraint:

|2| + |2| = 1
  {0,2} – parameter of coin operators.

We transform the distribution of probability into
a sequence: sc1 = [P11, P12, … P1E, P21, P22, … , P2E, … ,
PK1, PK2, PKK]

When we repeat everything all over again, we
obtain a sequence and grouping all the generated
sequences of probability distributions SCi into a se-
quence of random numbers, we obtain sot = (sc1, sc2,
…, scg). The proposed PRNG has successfully passed
such tests as NIST. This PRNG is based on the equa-
tions of quantum random walks (QRW), and, conse-
quently, the generation algorithm is simple and the
calculation speed is fast. Being compared to the rep-
resentative of PRNGs, based on quantum chaotic
maps (QCM) [5], this PRNG has advantages, such as
higher statistical complexity and repeatability. As we
can see Merkle crypto system based on the proposed
PRNG, is more safe and more efficient.
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bolo wlebis ganmavlobaSi sakmaod aqtiuri samuSao aris Catarebuli kvanturi
kompiuterebis Sesaqmnelad, romelTac SeuZliaT didi ricxvebis faqtorizaciis
problemebze dafuZnebuli kriptosistemebis dangreva. es imas niSnavs, rom kvantur
kompiuterebs SeuZlia daangrios RSA sistema, romelic erT-erTi yvelaze gavrcelebuli
sajaro gasaRebis (public-key) kriptosistemaa. RSA sistemis erT-erT alternativas
warmoadgens heSze dafuZnebuli eleqtronuli xelmoweris sqemebi, romlebic efuZneba
heSirebas. heSze dafuZnebuli eleqtronuli xelmowerebis sqemebis ojaxidan yvelaze
aqtualuri gaxlavT Merkle-s xelmowerebis sqema. mocemul statiaSi warmodgenilia
Merkle-s post-kvanturi sistemis gaumjobesebuli versia. sistemis optimizaciisTvis
mecnierebis rCevaa Merkle-s kriptosistemaSi PRNG-fsevdo SemTxveviTi ricxvebis
generatoris gamoyeneba. aRniSnuli sqemis usafrTxoeba saeWvoa. arsebobs mravali naSromi
PRNG-is dangrevis Taobaze kvanturi kompiuterebis meSveobiT. es PRNG-ebi iTvleba
usafrTxod mxolod standartuli kompiuterebis Tavdasxmebis winaaRmdeg. Blum-Micali
PRNG-ze, romelic iTvleboda daculad klasikuri kompiuteris safrTxeebis mimarT,
naCvenebi iyo kvanturi kompiuteris Tavdasxma polinamiur droSi. Cveni rCevaa PRNG-
fsevdo SemTxveviTi ricxvebis generatoris gamoyeneba, romelic dafuZnebulia kvantur
SemTxveviT moZraobebze. es PRNG efuZneba kvanturi SemTxveviTi moZraobebis gantolebas
(QRW), miRebuli algoriTmi martivia da misi gamoTvlis siCqarec aris sakmaod maRali.
warmodgenil kvantur qaosur rukebze dafuZnebul PRNG-Tan SedarebiT, am PRNG-s
gaaCnia upiratesobebi. kerZod, ufro maRali statistikuri sirTule da ganmeorebadoba.
vaCvenebT, rom Merkle-s sistema am PRNG-is gamoyenebiT daculi da ufro efeqturia.
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